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 This thesis study is designed to document the process and analyze the results of a study 

conducted to determine the relationship between realism in rendering and the user’s spatial memory 

of the space which was experienced when in virtual reality. This study is being developed in order to 

better establish virtual reality as a representational tool for architects when describing their design ideas 

to clients. Virtual reality, as a relatively new technology to the architectural profession, has relied on its 

ability to surprise and wow its audience, but as virtual reality becomes more ubiquitous and less novel, 

how and when does it become most effective? This thesis is designed to investigate one aspect of virtual 

reality, the realism of the environment, and draw conclusions based on that study. The study is conducted 

using the Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 (DK2) and takes the user through three separate realism levels 

of the same space and then tests their memory of each environment. Their results are then used to 

determine their level of spatial retention of each experience giving the researchers an idea of how their 

comprehension of the space was affected by the level of detail present in the environment. All three virtual 

environments are of the same space with the realism of the enviroment being the only factor manipulated. 

This study is being conducted to determine how and when the use of virtual reality as a representational 

tool in architecture yields the greatest psychological benefits for the potential clients and designers 

who utilize the tool. It is our theory that the higher levels of realism will yield higher impact to spatial 

memory. Due to constraints in time and subject pool this study is being developed as an outline or initial 

investigation that is designed to be expanded into a larger scale study in the future.
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Introduct ion

 To an architect the most crucial element 

of any architectural presentation, is the ability for 

the designers to effectively and comprehensively 

convey their idea to their clients. The integrity 

and often the success of a design hinges on the 

client being able to accurately assess and develop 

a clear picture of what is being presented. The 

methods of representation that have traditionally 

been used for this purpose, such as the plans 

and sections, are often abstract making them 

difficult to understand without a background in 

developing and reading the projections used in 

architectural drawing. Models and more correlative 

methods of representation are more effective for 

people without a formal education in interpreting 

architectural drawings, but the models still 

rely on the observer having the ability to place 

themselves in that space in order to understand 

how their occupying the represented space would 

feel. This disconnect between our methods of 

representation and our clients’ ability to visualize 

space can often lead to wasted effort based on a 

misunderstanding of the functionality of the space. 

Often misunderstandings such as these can cause 

the client to ask for redesigns, new methods of 

representation, or alternative design options which 

cost the architect and client both money and time. 

Often, these situations could be avoided if the 

client had a better understanding of the proposed 

space. Through the years, the architectural 

community has discussed the use of virtual reality 

technologies as a possible solution to bridge the 

communication gaps between designers and the 

people they design for.

 Virtual reality allows the user to experience 

a space in an immersive visual way through 

the use of technologies that place a user in a 

digital representation of a space. Virtual reality 

has manifested itself in many different ways as 

its development has continued, from full room 

installations using projectors to lasers which project 

images directly onto a user’s retina. Recently virtual 

reality has seen a resurgence with the release of 

the newest generation of commercially available 

head mounted displays. Although these new 

devices are designed primarily as display devices 

for the gaming industry the commercial availability 

and open source nature of many of these platforms 

allows them to be used by a variety of different 

fields including architecture. Virtual reality provides 

architects a new lens for interacting with and 

presenting their projects in the digital realm, 

which traditional two dimensional representations 

struggle to match. Now with the next generation 

of commercially available and affordable personal 

virtual reality devices right around the corner, how 

can architects best utilize these new tools to better 

showcase their work and facilitate communication 

between their visions and their clients? It is also 

necessary to begin to study how and when the tool 

is best utilized in the design process and when it 

is most effective as a presentation tool. Testing 

how realism affects understanding of architectural 
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space allows us to test a small slice of the tool’s 

stated uses and allows us to gain a better picture 

of where the tool fits in the architectural process. 

 Until recently, the benefits of having clients 

better understand the space they were being 

presented were there, but the technology itself 

was always too bulky, costly, and low resolution 

to justify incorporating it into any average firm’s 

workflow. Throughout the years there have been 

many attempts to bring virtual reality into the 

realms of architecture but now, more than ever 

before, virtual reality has become affordable 

and legible enough for architects to begin to 

integrate it within their work-flows. The devices 

are now reduced from the massive room sized 

installations down to an easily portable head 

mounted display along with a pc or laptop with 

the appropriate software. With the reduction is 

size the technology also has become much more 

affordable for the average person, making them 

far more accessible to the architectural industry as 

a result. On the software front, things have also 

advanced to the point were the software that is 

being used to create these virtual environments 

now integrates with most three dimensional 

architectural models making it simpler than ever 

to transfer an existing architectural model into 

virtual reality. Visualizing virtual environments 

through these new technologies has the potential 

to create an unparalleled level of communication 

between designers and clients by giving architects 

the power to place their clients within the spaces 

they design. This can translate not only to a better 

understanding of space but also an improvement 

in the ability of the observer to articulate their 

critiques about the spaces. Perhaps even more 

powerful then simply understanding a space that is 

being presented to them, virtual reality also allows 

clients to get a better understanding of how the 

changes they propose affect the space and can 

facilitate a greater engagement with the design 

process. The purpose of this study is to test some 

of these principles and better understand how 

users understand and interact with virtual space 

using virtual reality in an architectural context.

 Many studies have been carried out on 

the benefits of using virtual reality as a tool for 

conveying and documenting space in architecture 

 figure.1: Example of Oculus DK1 in use.
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but how does the rendering quality of the spaces 

being represented affect the user’s perception of 

that space, and how does it affect their retention 

of the knowledge gained through the experience 

of that space? This study is a preliminary user 

based experiment designed to determine how the 

level of rendered realism in a virtual environment 

affects the users’ spatial memory. This allows us 

to evaluate their ability to understand the space 

not simply as a test of image-to-image recall but 

as a three dimensional immersive experience and 

the creation of cognitive spatial maps. This test 

focuses on how spatial memory is affected by 

the level of realism in the rendering of the virtual 

space the user inhabits. It is designed to test the 

hypothesis that a more realistic virtual space is a 

better tool for presenting to clients because they 

will have a greater understanding of the space as 

more detail is given to the model. Answering the 

question of how realism affects a user’s perception 

of space in virtual reality will allow the test to 

draw conclusions about the stages in a project 

in which virtual reality becomes most useful as 

a design presentation tool and how to optimize 

the experience of virtual reality so that clients 

reap the most benefits from its incorporation into 

a project. The conclusions drawn from this study 

are designed to inform a larger and more in depth 

study on this topic at a later date and also to 

explore the validity of the initial hypothesis.

History of  Vir tual  Real i ty

 Virtual Reality, like many technologies, has 

it’s roots in science fiction writing in the short story 

”Pygmalion’s Spectacles” by Stanley G. Weinbaum 

in 1935, which described a goggle-based method 

for experiencing simulated environments that 

rather closely mirrors the current perspective 

on the technology but also incorporated things 

such as smell and touch to immerse the user. 

As a technology, virtual reality first made an 

appearance in the early 1960’s with two notable 

visionaries in the field, Morton Heilig and Douglas 

Engelbart who were both working at roughly the 

 figure.2: Morton Heilig’s Sensorama.
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same time to develop very distinct versions of 

virtual reality. Heilig’s focus was on virtual reality 

as entertainment. He developed a device which 

was called a Sensorama, a new method of viewing 

films which allowed the user to view a stereoscopic 

three-dimensional film in an immersive pod that 

would also provide haptic feedback, which is any 

sort of physical force feedback, to the user by 

tilting and manipulating the seat. Sensorama also 

had the ability to trigger smells at predetermined 

points within a film. Engelbart took a more 

technologically exploratory route and developed 

the first virtual reality display that was designed 

to be used in conjunction with a computer as a 

method for displaying information and interfacing 

with the computer. Neither of these technologies 

developed into wide use but both went on to 

shape future innovation in the field. In the mid 

to late 1960’s a new form of virtual reality was 

introduced by Thomas Furness who developed a 

virtual reality flight simulator for the United States 

Air Force. It was designed to simulate a cockpit 

of a fighter jet for the user in order to better train 

air force pilots. Virtual reality and augmented 

reality, which is another form of virtual reality that 

projects virtual elements into real space instead 

of creating a purely digital environment, as we 

know it today was pioneered in the work of Ivan 

Sutherland and  Bob Sproull who are credited with 

creating the first method of representing space in 

virtual reality through the use of a head mounted 

display device as well as developing a gesture 

based system of manipulating the environment in 

the form of “The Sword of Domocles”, which was 

a wand that allowed the user to interact with the 

space without having to visualize their own body. 

The inability to visualize the body while wearing a 

head mounted display makes using common input 

tools difficult for most users to manipulate. Motion 

and gesture based controllers solve this issue 

by allowing physical movement, which the user 

can perform without sight, to control the space. 

Sutherland and Sproull’s virtual reality device was 

a more advanced version of the head mounted 

display, which allowed the user to visualize low 

detail wire-frame spaces and manipulate those 

spaces through the control wand. There were still 

significant drawbacks to the technology at this 

stage, the head mounted unit was extremely heavy 

 figure.3: Ivan Sutherland’s head mounted display.
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which forced the researchers to suspend the unit 

from the ceiling in order for it to be worn and the 

limited amount of data that could be represented 

kept it from being a useful tool outside of the lab. At 

this stage the technology was still far too new and 

unrefined to have any real impact outside of the 

virtual reality research sphere (Britanica).

 Through the early years, virtual reality 

systems were mainly developed as simulation 

tools that are developed to aid in the learning of 

specific tasks such as in the case of Furness’s 

flight simulators. The trend of virtual learning 

devices continued into the 1980’s and saw the 

development of simulators in the medical field 

designed to aid surgeons in procedures as well 

as virtual interfaces that allowed users to remotely  

manipulate machines through the use of virtual 

reality technology. In the late 1980’s and early 

1990’s virtual reality again started to make way 

into the public’s attention when it began its return 

to the sphere of entertainment in the video gaming 

sphere. The earliest implementations of virtual 

reality in the field of video gaming were basic head 

mounted systems attached to arcade cabinets. 

They allowed the user to visualize the environment 

but they manipulated the game using standard 

video game control methods. 

 In 1990 the first Battletech opened in 

Chicago. The Battletech emporium was modeled 

after an earlier virtual reality simulation system 

known as SIMNET and was designed to operate as 

a multiplayer gaming environment in which users 

would be placed in individual pods. These would 

display an immersive virtual environment for the 

user to manipulate and participate in a multiuser 

virtual reality simulation. This would also be one of 

the first points in time that virtual reality would be 

widely available to be experienced by the public 

 figure.4: Battletech virtual reality pods.
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(Britanica). 

 During this same period of advancement 

in virtual reality video games a new virtual reality 

platform was being realized through the Electronic 

Visualization Laboratory at the University of 

Illinois at Chicago which was known as CAVE. 

The CAVE system is a platform that utilizes a 

small space enclosed by rear projection screens 

which display the virtual environment, the user 

is then given 3-D glasses and is able to interact 

with the space through tracking software that is 

able to read the glasses position in the space. 

The CAVE platform has continued to advance to 

the present day and now incorporates many of 

the more modern advances made in virtual reality 

such as full three dimensional head tracking, high 

resolution imaging, and the ability to move and 

manipulate the environment. CAVE solutions for 

virtual reality have been widely used in a variety of 

different fields such as medical practice, landscape 

architecture, simulation design, data visualization, 

interface design, and architecture (Britanica). The 

main drawback of the CAVE system is the time and 

space requirements associated with the system. 

CAVE requires a static installation that is generally 

the size of a wall or small room. The setup requires 

several projectors as well a computer to run the 

simulations, (Febretti, 2014) and the installation 

often requires professionals to set up the 

equipment (Achten, 2004), making CAVE platforms 

less then ideal for use within the architectural field 

because their limitations in mobility and necessary 

affordances do not match the need for virtual 

reality.

 The newest generation of virtual reality 

platforms, such as the Microsoft Hololens and 

the HTC Vive, has once again taken the form of 

head mounted displays but are now targeting 

home consumers as their main demographic. 

This renewed excitement for the prospect of 

virtual reality began with the crowd funded virtual 

reality display device called the Oculus Rift. 

Oculus first began their campaign in 2012 and, 

in conjunction with the crowd funding campaign, 

released their first developer kit which allowed the 

public to purchase and experience a prototype 

of the technology. After the success of the initial 

development kit Oculus released a second version 

figure.5: CAVE VR display system
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of the prototype which went on sale in 2014 (Avila, 

2014). Both of these prototype head mounted 

displays have been popular among the gaming 

community and served as a jumping off point for 

the next generation of virtual reality and once 

again despite the platform being designed mostly 

with gaming in mind, other industries began to 

investigate the technology for uses in their own 

fields. With the success of the Oculus Rift several 

other electronics giants also began development of 

their own versions of the technology and currently 

there are commercial virtual reality head mounted 

displays in development by Sony, Microsoft, 

Google, and Valve. There has also been a boom 

in the field of lower cost virtual reality alternatives 

such as the Google Cardboard and the Samsung 

Gear VR, which offer low cost head mounted 

displays that allow the user to utilize any smart 

phone to view virtual environments (Bolas, 2013). 

These new advancements in virtual reality have 

taken wide steps in moving the technology out of 

professional and industry spheres and into the 

hands of the public. The focus on virtual reality 

as a consumer good has also allowed for other 

industries including architecture to take advantage 

of the technology to advance their own fields. 

VR in Related Fields

 Virtual reality’s documented ability to 

convey space and immerse the user in a world 

which may or may not represent reality has made 

it an invaluable tool in many differing fields where 

the ability to convey space is an important element. 

Currently the largest and most publicized use of 

the newest generation of virtual reality devices is 

as a display and control device in the video gaming 

figure.6: Barcelona Pavillion represented in VR
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sector. It’s popularity within this sector is attributed 

mostly to its ability to immerse the user in a space, 

creating a much closer connection between the 

user and the gaming environment then they would 

have experienced simply interacting with that 

space through the traditional monitor set-up (He, 

2014). This is mostly attributed to the wide field of 

view which allows the content of the experience 

to encompass the player’s entire vision. The 

experience of virtual reality in gaming also better 

allows for users to gauge their own relationship 

to objects within a simulated space, which allows 

them to better perceive essential space defining 

elements such as depth (Ardouin, 2014). Being 

able to accurately recognize spatial characteristics 

of a scene is useful for creating an immersive 

environment connects the players to the events 

happening around them. The other important thing 

that virtual reality gives to the field is a variety of 

new methods of interfacing and interacting with 

a virtual environment, such as the use of head 

tracking to manipulate camera controls or virtual 

body position in space (Spiller, 2000). A variety 

of new methods of control and interface designs 

that are required to be intuitive and accurate 

make games an ideal place to find new methods 

of interacting with virtual space. The gaming 

community has also given the larger virtual reality 

community several methods in which a multi-user 

virtual reality environment may be configured. 

These environments could be translated from 

gaming into a method of presenting architecture 

to large groups of clients (Freund, ), which is 

especially important given the trend of personal 

virtual reality (Thomas, ).

 Since virtual reality’s inception medicine 

has been one of the larger fields to make use of it’s 

potential. Simulation of medical procedures began 

in virtual reality fairly quickly and were effective 

to teach complex medical procedures to students 

and practicing medical professionals. The use of 

virtual reality in the medical field allowed practice 

on procedures without the need for costly model 

humans or cadavers, which are often in limited 

supply. This also allows doctors and students 

to practice as often as they have access to the 

virtual reality simulators. In order to be an effective 

simulation in the medical field it must be accurately 

represented and have controls which are reflective 

figure.7: Surgery simulation using virtual reality.
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of the task which they are completing. The medical 

field is where most studies and documentation 

on the positive effects of having inexperienced 

people utilize virtual reality to help them learn have 

occurred. There is a distinct positive correlation 

between those who use virtual reality and those 

who do not in terms of preparedness for real life 

equivalent tasks, which indicates that virtual reality 

is a positive teaching tool (Waller, 1998). The 

medical field has also begun using virtual reality to 

remotely control machines operating on patients, 

which indicates the level of spatial awareness one 

possesses within a virtual environment (Gallagher, 

2005). Should these principles be carried from 

medicine to architecture, many of the benefits that 

the medical community have documented could be 

utilized in service of designers to help their clients 

understand their projects.

 Virtual reality also has begun to have an 

impact in historic preservation and landscape 

architecture. Documenting historic buildings 

through digital models is nothing new (Kalarat, 

2014), so it stands to reason that if digital models 

exist translating those three dimensional models 

into virtual environments may be a positive step in 

allowing a new generation of users to experience 

the buildings of the past. (Komianos, 2014) 

While there have been relatively few attempts 

to recreate historical or architecturally relevant 

buildings for public consumption via virtual 

reality, there have been attempts to move in that 

direction by several historical preservationists 

(Komianos, 2014). Recreating these significant 

buildings allow them to be studied and experienced 

spatially from anywhere in the world, even years 

after they have been demolished (Webel, 2013). 

A few architectural preservationists have used 

this method to recreate buildings in the past 

and during the early years of virtual reality the 

difficulty of creating virtual environments made 

the translation process too difficult to make the 

process viable. Without the computing power to 

create a realistically rendered environment the 

translations of the buildings into virtual space was 

not effective as effective to illustrate and capture 

the character of the space accurately (Xia, 2008). 

However as rendering methods and qualities 

improve and the process of moving architectural 

models into virtual reality becomes simpler the 

uses for historical preservation will be far greater 

(Sheng, 2013). There have also been several 

journal articles written on the positive effects of 

virtual reality in the field of landscape architecture 

which can translate into architectural applications. 

Immersion into a virtual space allows users to 

experience that space from the point of view of the 

occupant, allowing design characteristics such as 

scale, materials, and texture to be experienced. 

This makes the learning process a much more 

streamlined and easily explained system because 

the user does not have to interpret space through 

two dimensional methods of representation (Yuan, 

2012). Aside from the quicker understanding of 

the space, virtual reality also allows for users to 

clearly see the impact of their design decisions on 

the project as an experience. This is especially true 
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when the simulation of space gives the designer 

immediate feedback by allowing the designer to 

manipulate the space while inside the simulation. 

Since the process is an immersive one, changing 

elements can be experienced as an occupant 

would experience them and allows the designer 

to more clearly articulate potential benefits or 

detriments any given design decision could have to 

the integrity of the design as a whole.

  

VR in Archi tecture

 Architecture’s relationship with virtual 

reality has been fairly limited up until this point with 

almost no practicing architects incorporating virtual 

reality into their work-flows as a routinely used 

method of presenting design work to clients despite 

documented evidence that it has substantial 

benefits. Virtual Reality as an architecture tool has 

mostly limited itself to academic spaces where 

technology is more accessible and projects allow 

more freedom to experiment with technology that 

has yet to prove itself in a professional setting. 

With the new technological innovations that make 

it easier then ever to incorporate, and the rise in 

affordable virtual reality solutions to architects 

now could be the time when virtual reality begins 

to make an impact on the practice of architecture 

(Maleshkov, 2013). 

 Aside from virtual reality’s uses as a 

representation tool for client based presentations it 

has also been shown to be invaluable to designers 

through studies that show how incorporating 

virtual reality through different stages of design 

function for the architect. The use of virtual reality 

has been shown to have increasingly beneficial 

responses by designers as the project progresses 

through the design process. Most designers find 

the virtual reality platform unhelpful in the initial site 

work and diagramming stages of the architectural 

processes but once the project moves to massing 

there is a spike of positive response by designers. 

After massing all subsequent steps show a steady 

increase to the number of positive responses to 

the technology (Abdelhameed, 2014). With the 

increased understanding of the space through the 

 figure.8: CAVE virtual reality being used to view an 
architectural space
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first-hand experience of the project the designer 

is better able to understand how changes shift 

the environment and the designer is better able to 

make judgements about whether a given change 

is functioning in an advantageous way for the 

overall design (Tahrani, 2007). Experiencing a 

project spatially rather than abstractly also allows 

for the designer to better understand the physical 

experience of the building, which allows for them to 

make more accurate assessments of the comfort 

level of the space, by judging things such as 

lighting or spatial characteristics, before presenting 

their designs to clients (Al-Attili, 2009).

 The befits of virtual reality as a 

presentation tool have been documented in 

studies such as in “Evaluating the use of Virtual 

Reality as a tool for briefing clients in architecture” 

which utilized clients in a study to see how they 

responded to questions based on an exhibited 

virtual model of their project. The study took clients 

through an immersive representation of the space 

using a CAVE-like virtual reality environment and 

then asked them a series of questions based 

on their experience of the space through virtual 

reality. The virtual reality space was presented as 

an immersive animated walkthrough which did not 

give the clients free movement through the space. 

The overall conclusion to the study was that the 

clients were able to better understand the project 

when the space was presented through this lens. 

They showed a better understanding of tangible 

aspects of the space, such as distance between 

themselves and objects or heights of ceilings in the 

space. Compared to the previous two-dimensional 

methods of representation, they were better able 

to recall spatial characteristics of the model like 

size of rooms in relationship to other rooms in 

the model, where things were located within the 

environment, and sequence of rooms through 

the space. Experiencing the space also led to a 

greater sense of immersion into the environment 

and the clients were better able to picture how 

they could potentially influence the space and 

what differences those changes would have on the 

space (Patel, 2002).

 Another architectural study designed to 

investigate the benefits of using virtual reality in an 

architectural context was conducted at the Royal 

Danish Academy of Fine Arts and was titled “New 

Virtual Reality for Architectural Investigations”. 

This study used the first Oculus rift development 

kit to allow users to move through an immersive 

low detail space and then asked them a series of 

question to determine how the Oculus affected 

their understanding of the space. The conclusions 

were very similar to the previously discussed study 

and showed that experiencing space as a virtual 

environment has an overall positive effect on 

their ability to accurately gauge the environment 

that they are placed in. Participants were able to 

remember and recall distances and scale related 

questions quickly and consistently. The study 

also allowed the users to view the simulation with 

textures and without textures and showed that 

most users preferred the textured model to the 

blank model because they found it more immersive 
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and relatable. Some of the problems of the early 

hardware are also illustrated throughout the study. 

The participants often found navigating the space 

using a traditional video game controller difficult 

if they had no previous video gaming experience 

but once given instruction they were able to move 

through the space effectively enough to complete 

the study. They later greatly simplified the control 

scheme and found that by simplifying the control to 

a simple forward movement that there was a huge 

improvement in the participant’s performance in 

the space. The low quality of the model coupled 

with the lower resolution, lack of head tracking, and 

framerate of the older hardware also saw a number 

of the participants experience simulator sickness, 

which is a feeling of nausea that is caused by 

prolonged exposure to virtual space, during the 

test. 

 Another study that illustrates the power 

of virtual reality as a presentation tool in an 

architectural context is “Spatial Cognition in Virtual 

Reality: Developing an Evaluation Technique for 

Representational Methods of Virtual Models”. This 

study directly compared how different mediums 

of representation affected participant’s ability 

to physically recreate a spatial arrangement 

of objects. In this test participants viewed an 

arrangement of walls in two dimensions on a 

computer screen, in a virtual environment that 

they could navigate with a controller, a virtual 

environment that they could control through 

physical movement, and a control group who 

viewed the physical real life arrangement. The 

participants were then asked to physically recreate 

their experience by moving the walls into a position 

that matched their experience. The conclusions 

of the study show that, outside of the control 

group, the participants who performed best at the 

task were those who viewed the task as a virtual 

environment. Out of the two virtual environments 

the participants who controlled the simulation 

through physical movement performed better 

which also seems to indicate an advantage to a 

more realistic simulation being a better method of 

conveying space to a user (Adams, 2013). 

 The architectural community has seen 

potential in virtual reality since it was first utilized 

to represent space but each previous generation 

figure.9: Oculus Rift (commercial release)
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of virtual reality platforms have failed to deliver 

a compelling enough product for it to be widely 

accepted as a tool for architects. Excitement 

for virtual reality has ebbed and flowed through 

the years with each new breakthrough in the 

technology promising to revolutionize but 

ultimately architects have found the technology’s 

flaws outweigh their potential benefits. Creating 

architectural models in virtual reality has 

previously been seen as too difficult and costly 

to implement with previous generations of 

virtual reality (Boukerche, 2009). The high cost 

associated with the both the software needed 

to build virtual environments and the computing 

power needed to run the platform, plus any 

external necessary equipment needed to run the 

immersive environment, made the prospect of 

incorporation immediately unfeasible for architects. 

The software required to build virtual architectural 

models was extremely resource intensive and 

would not integrate well with existing architectural 

modeling software, meaning that any virtual model 

would have to be built from scratch. This required 

architects to double their modeling time and train 

themselves in an entirely new software suite to 

create a virtual environment. The biggest issue in 

previous versions of virtual reality hardware was 

always the portability of the technology as well 

as the associated high cost. Virtual reality, before 

the modern emphasis on personal head mounted 

displays, had generally focused on CAVE-like 

virtual environments that required a static space 

dedicated to virtual mock-ups with little to no 

portability (Schulze, 2014). This created a dynamic 

where the only reliable method of presenting on 

these platforms would be to require the client 

to come to a location that had a CAVE set-up, 

whether that was a set up in an office or a third 

party location such as a nearby university that 

would allow their space to be rented. This created 

a situation where virtual reality was not something 

you could bring to any presentation and therefore 

disinsentivised its use.

 The new generation of virtual reality 

systems seeks to remedy many of the old 

problems that hindered virtual reality’s acceptance 

in the architectural community as a tool for 

representation. The most obvious advancement 

in the technology is the quality of the simulated 

environment which is supported by the hardware 

(Sato-Wang, 2006). All new virtual reality platforms 

being released today support high resolution 

displays, most of which are now 1080p or 

higher, with high refresh rates of at least 60HZ 

meaning that they can provide a seamless virtual 

environment and have the ability to display that 

environment at a high enough framerate to 

be displayed at a comfortable level for human 

interaction, which is generally 60 frames per 

second minimally and 75 frames ideally (Billger,  

2002). Most hardware also has head-tracking 

abilities and gyroscopic tracking which when 

coupled with the support for high resolutions and 

high frame-rates does a lot to reduce the effects 

of simulator sickness on users. The new focus 

on virtual reality as a consumer product has also 
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significantly reduced the cost of the hardware. 

Head-mounted-display devices with simple USB 

interfaces serve to make them far more flexible 

for transporting to anywhere they are needed for 

a presentation. The simplification of interface also 

means that these new virtual reality platforms have 

the flexibility to be used with any computer as 

long as it is powerful enough to present a virtual 

environment and has the appropriate software 

installed for the device, which means that the 

architect may not even be required to provide 

the computer if one is available that meets the 

requirements (Araújo, 2012). Probably the largest 

advancement in the field of virtual reality for 

architects is the wide availability of software which 

supports creation of virtual environments (Su, 

2012). Two of the most popular gaming engines 

used to build virtual environments are now free to 

use for anyone wanting to experiment. This gives 

architects access to a new toolset that previously 

required a large capital investment to implement. 

These engines are also far more integrated into 

programs that architects already use to build and 

render models, making it a much quicker process 

to incorporate virtual reality on top of their 3-D 

modeling and rendering process (Angulo, 2014). 

This process still requires training in those engines 

in order to incorporate virtual reality but the 

process is now far simpler and no longer requires 

that models be rebuilt for engines that do not 

support architecture models. 

Issues remaining in Vir tual 

Real i ty

 The biggest issue still present in virtual 

reality that has not yet been resolved is the 

issues around simulation sickness (Cobb, 

1999). Simulation sickness is broadly defined 

as the feeling of nausea that people sometimes 

experience when placed into virtual reality 

simulations. It is more likely to occur with models 

that are less than ideal for human perception. It has 

been present in the technology since the first virtual 

reality flight simulations. There are several distinct 

theories on why users in virtual space experience 

simulator sickness. The most prevalent theory is 

that when the motion of the user doesn’t translate 

to an appropriate movement in the simulation the 

user’s brain processes that as if it is a symptom 

of poisoning and will respond by causing nausea 

in the user in an attempt to combat the poisoning 

affecting the user’s vision, this is known as sensory 

conflict theory. This can be caused by the user not 

feeling like their real life motions are translating 

appropriately to the simulation as well as the 

software itself not being designed appropriately 

to virtual reality standards for comfort, which 

have been broadly outlined by the virtual reality 

community. When the brain’s expectations do not 

match the experience of the simulation it causes 

dizziness and eventually sickness in the user. 

Software issues such as low frame rate within the 

simulations, removing camera control from the user 
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quickly, or quick unexpected transitions between 

scenes  can all bring about this feeling of nausea 

that is explained through sensory conflict theory. 

 The second theory is based on the idea 

of postural stability, very similar to sea sickness, 

and is said to be caused by our body’s need to 

constantly make small adjustments using accurate 

sensory input. When accurate sensory input is not 

available it causes the body to feel as if it needs 

to compensate for this discrepancy and results in 

nausea. This theory defines simulator sickness as 

a temporary problem mostly caused by the user’s 

lack of experience with the feeling of being in a 

simulated environment and that the most effective 

method of treatment is long-term exposure to 

virtual reality simulations. This theory states that 

the more time a user is exposed to the effects of 

virtual reality the less likely they are to feel the 

effects of simulator sickness (Lewis-Evans, 2014). 

 Both the sensory conflict theory and 

the postural stability theory come together into 

a complete picture of why users experience 

simulator sickness in virtual environments. Studies 

conducted on development of best practices 

in virtual environment design have shown that 

these theories work in conjunction to provide a 

clear picture of the causes and possible solutions 

to the issues of simulator sickness (Kolasinski, 

1995). The sensory conflict theory is supported 

by the fact that user’s experiencing simulated 

tasks that they are more familiar with in reality are 

more likely to experience simulator sickness then 

those inexperienced with the task. The postural 

instability theory is supported mainly by the order in 

which symptoms generally occur, people reporting 

balance problems and dizziness before becoming 

nauseous. It also is a better indicator as to why 

users experience less simulator sickness as their 

exposure to virtual environments increase. While 

these theories provide a strong narrative for 

describing the causes of simulator sickness they all 

have a low predictive value and are thus difficult to 

measure accurately for study.

 Technological advances since the 

initial stages of virtual reality development have 

significantly reduced the prevalence of simulation 

sickness in the experience of virtual reality but 

it has not completely erased it yet. The addition 

of head tracking to head mounted displays 

was one of the biggest advances in combating 

simulator sickness because it allowed users to 

move their head naturally and have that correlate 

to movements within the simulation, therefore 

reducing the disconnect people feel between their 

physical inputs and the resulting movements in 

virtual reality which causes simulation sickness. 

Most of the effects of simulator sickness can be 

reduced through the design of the simulation 

itself by abiding by a few best practices that 

have shown to provide the use with a much more 

stable environment. A few of these methods are to 

continuously provide high frame rates, do not use 

excessive flashing lights, use accurate camera 

heights, limited changes to speed of movement 

through a simulation, and limiting field of view (Ben 

Lewis-Evans, 2014).
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 Aside from the general issues still present 

in virtual reality, issues still remain with virtual 

reality as a tool for architectural representation 

specifically. The biggest and most obvious issue 

with presenting virtual reality to clients is that 

the technology still only supports a single user 

at a time. The user’s experience can easily be 

projected to others outside of the simulation 

but without control of the experience this is the 

equivalent of watching an animation or other two-

dimensional means of representation and would 

lack the benefits gained from using virtual reality. 

There are methods and means for designers to 

create a multi-user virtual reality environment but it 

would require the presenter to multiply the required 

hardware units by the number of participants 

which would reduce both the cost effectiveness 

and the portability of a virtual reality presentation 

significantly. While designing a virtual environment 

for a single user may be simple there is still no 

easy way to design a multi-user environment 

making the use of virtual reality to multiple clients 

difficult even outside of the hardware limitations 

(Thomas, 2014). The only real solution to this is to 

simply use a single unit and allow clients to take 

turns in the simulation, which is not ideal from a 

time or pacing point of view. 

Visual  and Spat ia l  Memory

 The measure that is being used in this test 

to gauge whether or not participants are gaining 

a better understanding of space as the detail 

levels change, is the occupant’s spatial memory. 

Spatial memory is defined as the part of memory 

that is responsible for storing information about 

one’s directional orientation and information about 

the surrounding environment (Shelton, 2004). 

Cognitive psychology explains this as the part of 

memory that allows a person to navigate through 

space by defining relationships between objects 

in a scene (Burgess, 2003). Spatial memory is the 

tool the human brain uses to create a model of a 

space or environment in order to better navigate 

that space (Schumann-Hengsteler, 2004). The 

hippocampus is the main section of the brain 

required for development of spatial memory which 

is also the part of the brain in charge of forming 

 figure.10: Hippocampal region of the brain.
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memories about experiences and events in one’s 

life (Morris, 2004). Visual memory, on the other 

hand, is simply the brain’s ability to recall visual 

information processed through the eyes. The two 

often work in conjunction to create a clearer picture 

of an environment, but visual memory is explicit 

recall of specific visual patterns to create a metal 

image (Chun, 1998). 

 Spatial memory is often studied through 

the use of mazes. Sending test animals through 

mazes repeatedly gives the animals a clearer 

picture of how to complete a maze in the most 

efficient manner possible. Repetition of an event 

allows the brain to form a cognitive map of the 

environment and allows the occupant to better 

understand how to navigate that space, which is 

how the rats are able to form an optimum path 

through the maze with repeated attempts. This is 

spatial memory in action and it is often tied closely 

to learning (Creem-Regehr, 2004). Evidence 

for this has been studied by neuroscientists in 

patients who have epilepsy that has damaged 

the hippocampus in the brain. Patients who suffer 

this kind of brain damage often have difficulty in 

finding or remembering locations of objects in 

space. They also have difficulty forming a clear 

picture of how a space comes together and how to 

best navigate through a space. It has been noted 

as a one of the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease 

which also attacks the hippocampal formation in 

the brain, and manifests itself in a disoriented state 

where the affected person loses track of where 

they are. Spatial memory is also strongly tied to 

object memory (Postma, 2004). Object memory is 

what allows the brain to comprehend an object as 

a three dimensional form with material and texture 

which is a component of that form (McNamara, 

2004). Spatial memory uses these same principles 

to form accurate cognitive maps of the person’s 

surrounding environment. The human brain often 

creates these mental maps of environments 

through the use of landmarks and using those 

landmarks to determine things like adjacencies and 

relative scale, which allows for the brain to create 

a more accurate picture of the environment being 

interacted with (Allen, 2004). This study measures 

spatial memory as opposed to visual memory 

because it is a better gauge for how well a space is 

understood as a three dimensional form rather then 

a series of recalled images.

VR and Cognit ive Psychology

 Virtual reality’s effects on the human brain 

are well documented and create a clear picture 

about how virtual reality can affect the cognitive 

processes of those who experience it. Exposing 

someone to a virtual environment can have a 

significant impact on their cognitive processes, 

things from pain response to how users perceive 

time have all been studied in virtual space. It 

has been shown that the more immersive the 

environment the more people accept the simulation 

and treat the simulation as if it were real in a much 

more impactful way than two dimensional video 
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or imagery does (Ponto, 2014). Virtual reality 

has been used by psychologists and medical 

professionals to treat patients suffering from a 

wide variety of psychological disorders through a 

process known as virtual reality therapy (Rizzo, 

1997). These practices have been shown to 

have  positive impact on patients suffering from 

conditions like post-traumatic stress disorder and 

even certain types of phobias (Shelton, 2004). 

Virtual reality therapy is based on the idea that 

repeated exposure to a specific experience will 

recondition the brain to respond differently to 

stimuli which may have in the past provoked a 

strong negative reaction from the patient. Since 

virtual reality is treated like a real life experience, 

rather than an image or a story like you would 

get from a film, the user is able to create positive 

associative experiences in a safe controlled virtual 

environment. It has also been very effective in the 

treatment of people who suffer from neurological 

disorders which affect or damage parts of the brain 

that deal with memory (Optale, 2010). 

 One of the largest fields in which virtual 

reality has proven to be an effective tool is in the 

area of teaching and developing memory. Through 

immersion in an environment the body’s cognitive 

processes adapt to more closely align with the 

virtual environment in which they are present 

(Parsons, 2008). The prevalence of virtual reality 

in simulation design, which is the development 

of simulation which mimic real world tasks or 

environments, speaks to its ability to convey 

information and facilitate learning through the 

completion of tasks within virtual reality. The close 

ties that virtual reality has to memory make it an 

ideal teaching tool because as the immersion in a 

task is increased there is also a positive correlation 

on recall (Dinh, 1999). With virtual reality being 

the most immersive platform, outside of actually 

performing the task itself, it has become an 

invaluable teaching tool. 

VR and Spat ia l  Memory

 Virtual reality and spatial memory have a 

unique and intertwined relationship that has been 

well documented as one of the key advantages that 

 figure.11: Testing a subject in VR
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the technology has over other existing methods 

of representation in fields such as architecture. 

The use of virtual reality activates the portions of 

the brain that are associated with the formation of 

memory through experience, this also happens to 

be the portion of the brain most closely associated 

with spatial memory.  Many of the tasks designed 

for lab animals during the initial stages of testing 

and creating evidence for spatial memory as a 

neurological function have since been adapted for 

testing on humans using virtual reality (Parslow, 

2004). These subjects were monitored during these 

virtual reality studies using functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI) in order to determine 

the active areas of the brain while navigating 

through large scale virtual environments (Montello, 

2004). The conclusions of these studies showed 

an emphasis on activity in the hippocampal region 

of the brain which confirmed that, as navigating 

through physical space, navigating through 

immersive virtual space creates a very similar set 

of brain activity. The transfer of this testing into 

virtual environments showed comparable results 

to the physical studies that were preformed on 

rats (Gillner,1998). This has led to virtual reality 

becoming an academically recognized standard 

for use in tests relating to areas of psychology 

dealing with spatial memory or object memory 

(Oman, 2000). Virtual reality has also been 

shown to decrease in effectiveness as the user 

gets older and begins to suffer deterioration 

due to the natural aging process (Moffat, 2001). 

These effects on the brain also correlate with a 

cognitive theory in psychology known as presence. 

Presence is a term which is used to indicate 

the level of acceptance that a person has of the 

situation they are currently placed in. Presence 

in virtual reality is often cultivated by stimulating 

multiple senses during a simulation to increase 

the immersion level of a virtual environment, this 

increase in immersion leads to occupants feeling 

a greater sense of presence in the simulation. An 

increased level of presence has been show to also 

cultivate a better response in brain wave functions 

relating to spatial memory (Lin, 2002). This activity 

within the brain provides a unique advantage for 

the architectural profession because it allows 

architects to experience space and form a better 

understanding of how that space functions as a 

physical environment because the brain is literally 

tricked into perceiving the space as a physical 

environment (Dünser, 2006).

 Further evidence for the utilization of 

virtual reality having a strong impact on the spatial 

memory of the user comes by way of virtual 

reality’s use in monitoring and testing for damage 

or diminished spatial awareness in cases of 

damage to the hippocampal region of the brain. 

Virtual reality is now a common tool for assessing 

a patient’s abilities to navigate and explore space 

once brain damage has occurred in the areas of 

the brain affecting spatial memory. This allows for 

medical professionals to gauge the loss of spatial 

function by monitoring progress and performance 

in virtual environments while monitoring brain 

function (Wenigera, 2011). This method of testing 
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has already been used on stroke patients with 

damage to the hippocampal region as well as 

patients suffering from clinical depression who also 

have shown signs of inhibited brain functionality in 

that area (Gould, 2007). As discussed previously, 

the medical field often uses virtual reality in 

therapies attempting to cultivate the creation of 

new memories in patients with this sort of damage 

to their nervous system (Brooks, 2004). Immersive 

models of virtual reality has been determined to 

be highly effective at building patient’s sense of 

orientation and the formation of mental maps which 

allow them to begin to translate these abilities back 

to their physical interaction with their environment.

 Virtual reality’s use in simulation design 

and teaching also has its roots in its neurological 

effect on spatial memory. Since spatial memory is 

so closely tied to how humans create memories 

of events, it is also shown to have great benefits 

on learning (Schlickum, 2009). Teaching in virtual 

reality has been shown to have a comparable 

effect on the brain as it would if the skill being 

practiced in real life. As long as the level of 

immersion in the task is strong enough the effects 

of training in virtual environments have been shown 

to enhance the learning experience for those 

involved. This is also one of the areas in which the 

brain can become disoriented during the use of 

virtual reality. When an expert in a task moves into 

an immersive virtual reality simulation of that same 

task they have been shown to exhibit an increased 

susceptibility to the effects of simulator sickness 

(Gallagher, 1998). This effect is mainly due to the 

brain processing the slight differences between 

the physical world and the virtual world while 

perceiving both as real events. This leads to small 

changes being perceived as a cognitive failure 

and will manifest itself in the body as sickness or 

disorientation. This effect exhibits how the brain 

perceives virtual reality as a physical experience 

that is not separate from the real world and forms 

memories of that experience accordingly. 

The Quest ion of  Real ism

 With the rising popularity of virtual reality 

and the new technologies in the field addressing 

many of the old issues that prevented its earlier 

adoption, the integration of virtual reality into 

the architectural field seems possible. However, 

in order for virtual reality to find its place in the 

profession there needs to be more research done 

to discover how to best utilize it and when it is 

most useful to those engaged with it. Moving the 

study from the general view of virtual reality to 

a small manageable subsection of virtual reality 

was in part inspired by the question raised in the 

study discussed earlier in this paper “New Virtual 

Reality for Architectural Investigations”. This 

study used an earlier version of the Oculus Rift 

to show users a low detail sketchup model and 

they were asked questions regarding their ability 

to assess tangible qualities of the space such as 

distances and heights. The study came to the 

conclusion that interacting with that virtual space 
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aided their understanding of the space. Subjects 

during the test had the ability to view the space 

both untextured or textured, but did not make 

any claims regarding this change to the space 

other than stating that it made the users feel more 

comfortable. There was also a consistent trend 

among studies in VR to rely on lower quality and 

lower detail models to conduct testing. The popular 

view of virtual reality is that it should transport you 

to a virtual world and from most experiences I have 

had with building in the technology, people want 

virtual reality to represent reality at the highest 

possible level. The technology has already been 

shown to have benefits to the architectural industry 

as a tool for designers and clients but the question 

of realism addresses at what stages in the process 

the tool becomes the most useful.

 A building during a design process is 

constantly in a state of flux. There are many cases 

over the course of a design process where less 

detail and definition to the developing space can 

be seen as advantageous for designers to utilize. 

Architectural presentations utilizing blank physical 

models or linework drawings with no indication for 

material are common tools used by architects to 

clarify the field of discussion of a design. Virtual 

reality has been shown to work best as a tool to 

understand space but when presenting or working 

in less developed environments do we still receive 

the same level of benefits to our understanding, 

or is it simply the process of being placed in an 

immersive environment that provides the user with 

those benefits? The popular desire for fully realistic 

virtual environments discounts some of the utility 

figure.12: Photo of testing setup
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that the tool could potential have at early stages 

in the design process or as a more diagrammatic 

tool. The following study has been developed to 

observe how spatial understanding is impacted by 

the rendering quality of the virtual environment. 

Through the conclusions of this study it is our hope 

that it will provide insights into how and when the 

tool becomes most useful to architects.

Out l ine of  Study

 Phase 1

 The study begins with the subjects being 

seated in a rotating office chair at a station set-up. 

The chair was chosen in this instance because 

it is able to facilitate full rotation of the body. This 

allows the user to look any direction once placed 

in the virtual space. Being in a seated position 

also allows us to mitigate the possibility of some 

of the documented negative effects of prolonged 

exposure to virtual reality environments, such as 

simulation sickness. The chair will be positioned 

equidistant from the surrounding walls in the 

space so as to not allow the chair’s placement 

in the space to favor a specific orientation. This 

is designed to facilitate the participant’s visual 

interaction with the space by allowing him to decide 

how to orient themselves within the simulation 

without priority or restriction given to an arbitrary 

orientation outside of the simulation. 

 Aside from the configuration of the user 

in the space, the station was put together in a 

figure.13: Low-realism virtual space
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desk space in the design machine group studio in 

Architecture Hall at the University of Washington. 

The Oculus station for the study is composed of a 

desktop computer, which will run the simulations 

using a packaged program from Unreal Engine 4, 

this allows the simulation to be presented to the 

user separate from the editing environment and 

allows the simulation to take advantage of the full 

processing power of the computer that may have 

been adversely affected by simultaneously running 

both the editor and simulation. These packaged 

projects are presented through the Oculus using a 

console command. The Oculus Rift head mounted 

display itself is attached to the desktop computer 

which is then placed in close proximity to the chair 

where the subject is seated so as to allow the 

user full range of head movement while taking into 

consideration the limitations of the length of cord 

provided for the Oculus Rift. A monitor connected 

to the desktop PC is also necessary to visualize 

the packaged project and launch the simulation in 

stereo mode through the Oculus Rift. The monitor 

also allows the interaction the participant has with 

the virtual environment to be observed through 

a duplicated visual environment from the Oculus 

onto the main monitor. This configuration allows the 

researcher to see what the participant is looking at 

during their time in the simulation and also monitor 

for potential bugs that occasionally have occurred 

over the course of the study. If the user had been 

observed doing something other then the task they 

are instructed to perform, they would have then 

be issued instructions to return to the task and if 

the program malfunctions the researcher had the 

figure.14: Medium-realism virtual space
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ability to then remove them from the environment, 

relaunch the program and begin again. The final 

component is the Oculus Rift positional head 

tracking camera. This camera allows the user to 

move their head in three dimensions within space 

to give the participant a greater feeling of being 

immersed within the environment. This camera is 

being used in this study exclusively as a means to 

provide the simulation with positional data from the 

head mounted display and has no ability to record 

or document the participant during this study. 

 Once seated and before placing them in 

a virtual environment the participant was issued a 

series of instructions and an explanation of how 

the study is being conducted and exactly what is 

being tested for. Instructions for interacting with 

the space have been intentionally kept vague in 

order to allow the user the freedom to observe the 

space as they would if they had been placed in 

a real environment. Since no movement controls 

are provided the instructions for interacting with 

the space can be limited to “move your head to 

look around the space as you would naturally”. 

Since the Oculus Rift has both positional and 

gyroscopic head tracking, this should be the only 

instructions that are necessary to give them the full 

range of interactions intended for this study. The 

participants were also instructed that since the still 

images they will be identifying once removed from 

the simulation are created in a separate rendering 

engine that they would notice changes to lighting, 

color, and texture between the simulation and the 

images. They were then instructed that the only 

changes they will be asked to observe are changes 

figure.15: High-realism virtual space
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to the geometry of or objects within the space they 

inhabit.

 The explanation given prior to the 

beginning of the test is detailed and specific 

because we wanted to prevent the subject’s 

intuitive learning swaying the results to the study. 

This was an issue on whatever the randomly 

chosen first environment happened to be. By giving 

a detailed explanation they were more prepared 

to answer questions on the initial simulation. The 

participants were also told that they were going 

to be placed within three separate simulated 

virtual environments using the Oculus Rift at 

different levels of realism. They are told that 

they are going to be given a minute and a half 

to observe and memorize the space after which 

they were removed from the simulation and asked 

to respond positively or negatively to a series of 

images that will either reflect the space or have 

something about them altered. The participants 

were told that they had the choice to talk through 

the images if it helped them come to a decision on 

the image but no information would be recorded 

aside from the final positive or negative answer. 

A positive answer is give to any images that the 

participant feels accurately represents the space 

that was experienced and a negative response is 

indicated for any images that have been altered 

from the simulation. The question images were 

taken from various angles within the space and 

reflect the same level of realism as the simulation 

the participant had just experienced. This detailed 

explanation was chosen because it guides the 

subject’s interaction with the space without giving 

them specific instructions as to how to interact 

with the space allowing them to interact with the 

intention to remember their experience. A detailed 

method of explaining the study is also needed 

because without clarity in the explanation, the 

participant may misunderstand the first stage of 

the study and perform poorly because of a lack of 

understanding of the task, and perform better on 

the subsequent tasks because they have learned 

how to better approach the problem.

 Phase 2:

 Phase two of the study places the 

participant in a series of three separate virtual 

environments that represent a different level of 

realism. The first level model is the lowest level 

of realism and contains flat uniform lighting with 

no shadows and all geometry within the model is 

represented using blank materials. The second 

level model retains the lack of materials but adds 

realistic lighting to the scene. The third level adds 

realistic materials to the scene and attempts to look 

as realistic as possible. The models contain the 

same geometric data in order to make the models 

as similar as possible to one another so the only 

thing being compared is the level of rendering 

detail present in the scene. Adding and removing 

physical detail from the project would have altered 

the space significantly between levels and would 

have brought more unconsidered variables into the 

simulation which may or may not have swayed the 
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results in some way.

 Once the explanation is complete the 

subjects are ready to begin the actual study. The 

first step is to give them the Oculus Rift head 

mounted display and allow them to put the device 

on their head, they will then be told to adjust the 

head set so that it is comfortable on their head. The 

display will remain in a sleep state until the subject 

is comfortable and ready to continue. During this 

set-up and staging period the realism level of the 

simulation will be randomly chosen from the pool 

of three levels of realism and once the participant 

has indicated they are ready to proceed the chosen 

environment will be launched. Once launched the 

experimenter then tells the participant that once 

the environment is set to stereo mode for display 

in the Oculus they will receive a health warning, 

which is a default warning displayed by the Oculus 

Rift before a simulation. Once the health warning 

leaves the display the timer will begin and they can 

begin to interact with the environment.

 Once inside the simulation the participant 

will been timed for one minute and a half, during 

which they were given no additional instructions. 

Inside the virtual environment the user has the 

ability to move their head both rotationally and 

three dimensionally in space to observe the 

environment they have been placed in. The 

participants were also to remain stationary within 

the space and be given no method of instigating 

or controlling transformational movements within 

the simulated space. It was decided that no 

simulated walking controls would be provided 

in order to mitigate the possibilities of motion 

sickness that has been associated with movement 

within virtual environments as well as to ensure 

that each participant experienced roughly the 

same aspects of the space. It was intended that 

they use this observational stage in the study to 

observe and memorize as much of the space as 

they can. Instructions were only provided if a glitch 

or bug is encountered in the program or if the 

user is interacting with the program in a method 

outside the scope of it’s intended use. If a glitch 

or bug caused an interference with the integrity 

of the simulation, the program was stopped and 

the timer was also stopped. The user were also 

asked to not remove the head mounted display 

while the researcher relaunched the program, 

this was effective for all issues with the simulation 

that occurred over the course of the study. Once 

relaunched the timer was resumed from the point 

at which the bug occurred and continued until the 

figure.16: Example of spreadsheet used in final data 
collection
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subject had completed their observation period. 

Any instance of a program being restarted has 

been noted on that user’s results and included 

in the final reporting of the results. If during the 

observation period, the user had begun to interact 

with the simulation in an unintended way such 

as refusing to look around or discovering and 

exploiting unforeseen aspects of the program they 

would have been instructed to look around the 

environment as they would in the real space and to 

avoid the problematic behavior for the remainder 

of the study. If the participant had refused at that 

point, they would have been asked to leave and 

their results would have been removed from 

the study. Should any user have begun to feel 

nauseous or felt the onset of simulator sickness 

they would have been removed from their current 

environment and excluded from any proceeding 

environments. They would have also had any 

results associated with uncompleted environments 

removed from the study. Results from completed 

simulations would have been logged and included 

with a note indicating their removal from the study 

due to adverse reactions to the virtual environment.

 Phase 3

 Once the observational stage had been 

completed the Oculus Rift was returned to sleep 

mode and the user had been asked to remove 

their head mounted display, without altering the 

configurations made during the set-up procedures 

and to set the device aside for the time being. 

figure.17: Final averages at each level of realism.

figure.18: Final averages - Architects vs. non-architects
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This was to allow the researchers to seamlessly 

move into the next environment without the need 

for further set-up time. After the participant is 

removed from the environment they are once again 

given the instructions on the procedures for the 

question phase of the study and what does and 

does not indicate a change between the images 

and the Oculus environment. The question phase 

then began once they indicated their readiness 

to proceed. The question phase was conducted 

by using the laptop monitor to display a series 

of images which may or may not be altered 

from the environment they were present in. The 

laptop monitor is a completely separate machine 

from the one that runs the virtual environments 

in order to ensure the smooth operation of the 

Oculus during the time which the participant is 

interacting with the space. The participant then 

gave a positive or negative response as to whether 

or not the image accurately represents the space 

they just experienced. The three image series 

are composed of ten images, five of which have 

alterations and five of which do not. These images 

are displayed in a random order but all images will 

be shown to each participant in order to eliminate 

variables associated with showing different images 

to different participants. The images have also 

been rendered to reflect the same level of realism 

as the environment which the participant was just 

removed. Each image has been rendered from a 

distinct camera angle rather than from the point of 

view which the participant experienced. Since this 

study is designed to test spatial memory rather 

than visual memory the separate camera angles 

are chosen to show the space and test how well 

the participant has understood the space through 

their experience with the Oculus. Varying the 

camera angle of the images forces the subject 

to reorient themselves in the space and make 

evaluations. The images have been designed to 

display a varying level of subtlety and each series 

has images that are obviously wrong and a few 

that are more difficult. The changes to the image 

are limited to geometric changes to the space or 

objects within the space, for example the curved 

roof has been flipped to face the other direction or 

there may be additional chairs placed in the scene.

 Each image is displayed on the screen and 

the participants are asked to respond positively 

or negatively as quick as possible. Once the 

participant has indicated that they are ready to 

proceed with the questions the researcher then 

began to flip through the images one at a time, the 

researcher would only proceed to the next image 

once a definite positive or negative response 

had been attained. The researcher then records 

the responses to each image as they were given 

by the participant. Once the question phase had 

been completed the researcher then instructed 

the participant to return to the Oculus Rift and they 

were then placed into the second environment 

and the preceding steps will be repeated. The 

researcher then continued the steps until the 

participant has been moved through each of 

the remaining environments until the study has 

been concluded. Results of each study are then 
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recorded in a spread sheet where they are tallied 

and compiled then compared before conclusions 

are drawn.

Observat ions Dur ing Study

 Before the study began, participants were 

collected through fliers posted in the architecture 

halls, engineering buildings, libraries and computer 

science buildings on the University of Washington 

Campus as well as several e-mail lists composed 

of technology or architectural students on campus. 

Several in class announcements were also made 

by professors, letting students know that the study 

was being conducted. Participants during the study 

were mostly taken from outside the Department of 

Architecture, which was unexpected but positive 

because it allowed the research to compare the 

results of architecture students with students of 

different background. With few exceptions this 

was the first experience most of them had with 

the Oculus or virtual reality in general, and many 

subjects indicated that their interest in virtual reality 

was their primary reason for participating in the 

study. The two largest groups of students during 

the study were Architecture majors and Human 

Centered Design and Engineering majors, with 

computer science majors being the third most 

interested group of participants. A majority of the 

participants were also female. The methods we 

used to collect subjects also tended to collect more 

graduate students than undergraduate students. Of 

the methods we utilized, the mailing lists and word 

of mouth were most effective way of collecting 

subjects.

 The first five subjects were used to test 

the method and procedures of the experiment to 

determine what needed to be altered about the 

study before proceeding to collect data for the final 

results. These initial five were given the original 

introductory script and testing images and during 

the presentation of the images were asked to 

identify the changes made to the images before 

giving their final answer. The identification of 

changes before answering was asked during the 

initial testing to ensure that the correct differences 

were able to be identified and that things that 

were not differences were not being identified as 

differences. The largest issue identified during this 

initial testing was that the colors and brightness of 

medium detail images were too distinct from the 

Oculus environment and were causing participants 

to be confused and answer incorrectly. These 

images were retouched and made to more closely 

resemble the Oculus environment. Once this 

change had been made the result of this image set 

began to be more reliable. The initial test subjects 

were not originally told what kind of changes would 

be made to the images but once test subject began 

identifying rendering differences and changes it 

was decided to add the explanation of what kind of 

changes would be made before the testing began 

in order to ensure subjects would not identify the 

wrong type of changes during the first environment 

and learn the correct changes on subsequent 
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environments. The initial subjects all noted that 

the task was difficult but they scored highly when 

final results were taken so no changes were made 

to the difficulty of the questions being asked. The 

results also did not show a specific question getting 

no correct answers from the respondents, so there 

did not appear to any issues with any specific 

questions in the series. The testing questions 

required response was changed during this period 

of testing. Originally the test required participants 

to say “yes” if the image reflected the Oculus 

environment and “no” if it did not. This confused 

several participants and was changed to “same” 

or “different” to ensure that subjects would not be 

confused about the content of their answer.

 Overall the test ran very smoothly, and  

during the testing there were very few issues with 

the simulations that caused them to be restarted. 

There were three instances of the simulation not 

starting correctly where the users saw a blank 

screen or noise pattern at launch. All of these 

instances were fixed by a quick restart of the 

simulation. The only other problem that occurred 

during testing was that one participant complained 

that the simulation was blurry when I launched 

the environment, so the simulation was paused, 

and the lenses were cleaned. This solved the 

problem. All of the feedback that I received from 

participants after the testing was complete was 

very positive about the experience within the 

Oculus. Most remarked about how well the virtual 

reality environment was able to convey space and 

how immersive it felt to be in the environment in 

figure.19: Low Level Images: Correct Answers.

figure.20: Medium Level Images: Correct Answers.

figure.21: High Level Images: Correct Answers.
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virtual reality. A few subjects thought that the lack 

of a representative body made them feel like they 

were floating. A number of subjects thought that 

it felt awkward because of that but none of them 

felt negatively about the experience as a whole 

because of it. This feeling was also amplified 

because the camera in the simulation is positioned 

at standing height rather then the sitting position 

that the subjects are physically experiencing the 

test in. The disconnect between their body position 

and virtual position may have increased this effect. 

There were no cases of simulation sickness during 

the testing, although one person remarked after 

the testing that she thought it may have become 

too uncomfortable if she had been in the simulation 

for very much longer, and a few of the subjects 

stated that they began to feel dizzy if they moved 

their head very quickly in the medium or high detail 

models. The low quality model ran at a very high 

framerate and no one had comfort issues with this 

simulation, but the two more detailed environments 

were much more processing intensive making 

them run at a slightly lower framerate. Some 

people commented about the lower frame rate. No 

one was uncomfortable enough in the simulation to 

stop, and most were just making the observation. 

Almost all of the participants, when asked, stated 

that they felt very comfortable looking around and 

interacting with the simulation. There were no 

cases of a test being stopped due to discomfort.

 The results of the testing seemed to reflect 

the results of the initial tests, with most subjects 

scoring higher on the high levels of realism. Most 

commented that the test was very difficult but 

once the results were tallied their scores were 

relatively good and there were no obvious problem 

questions that everyone got wrong. The varying 

level of difficulty of the questions meant that there 

were a few difficult questions that few participants 

answered correctly, but the data seemed to show 

a similar distribution of difficult questions between 

each simulation. Despite telling participants that 

I were not required to describe any alterations 

made to the testing images, most talked through 

the images to themselves and described the 

problems with the images accurately. There were 

only a few instances where the problems identified 

figure.22: Distribution of Performance per Level
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in the altered testing images, did not match 

with the actual alterations made to the image 

for the negative response. At the end of testing 

38 participants were tested and none of these 

subjects had to have their results discarded or 

partially recorded due to issues during the study. 

During the testing we also asked the participants 

whether they had architectural experience, ether in 

their education or professionally, and recorded their 

responses, to determine whether their experience 

and memory of the spaces would be impacted 

in any significant way by their architectural 

background.

Analysis of  Data

 The result of the testing seems to reinforce 

the original hypothesis that the study was operating 

from: that the higher level of detail in the Oculus 

model would result in a greater retention of spatial 

information from the experience of the space 

within the Oculus. Of the 38 participants in the 

study 11 of them identified themselves as having 

had an architectural background or training. Since 

each testing section had an even distribution of 

changed an unchanged images, the subjects had 

a 50% chance of guessing the correct answer. 

This was the baseline to determine whether or 

not the experience in the virtual environment had 

an impact on the memory of the participants, and 

the data that was collected seemed to reflect that, 

even at the lowest level of detail. 

 The lowest level of detail had the lowest 

impact on the ability for the subjects to accurately 

identify changes to the space in the image testing 

but participants still scored 17% above random 

(60% and above) in the low level of realism. The 

architectural group and the non-architectural 

group performed almost identically on this stage of 

rendering, with architects averaging 68% correct 

responses while the non-architects averaged 67%. 

There were no images that all of the participants 

were able to correctly identify whether changed 

or unchanged. The lowest level of realism saw 

the largest variation in performance of any of the 

environments with participants’ scores being fairly 

evenly distributed within the 50-90% range with 

most participants scoring ether 50% or 70%. Only 

one participant in this group scored lower than 

random, and 74% of participants scored better 

than random indicating that their experience of 

the space in virtual reality had an impact on their 

memory of the space. There were no participants 

who received a perfect score of 100% on this level 

of realism. The highest performing questions were 

the unchanged images, which is a good indication 

that the image composition and camera position 

was not a significantly distracting element when 

trying to determine whether an image had been 

changed or not. This would continue to be a trend 

as the study moved to higher levels of realism. 

This data also seemed to be unaffected by the 

order in which it was presented to the subjects. 

The predicted variation of the designed difficulty 

in the questions also matched the data with the 
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most recognizable changes in the images scoring 

very high, while the more subtle questions scored 

significantly lower. The lowest scoring question 

was image number eight, which was an altered 

image where the table legs had been removed 

from the tables in the cafe area; this was also the 

image in this set designed to be the most difficult. 

This image was only recognized correctly as an 

altered image 37% of the time. The most correctly 

identified altered image was also the image 

designed to be the simplest to recognize and was 

correctly identified by 79% of participants.

 The environment representing the 

medium level of realism, which added lighting to 

the previous simulation, saw an almost negligible 

improvement over the previous environment with 

participants able to correctly identify alterations 

to the space an average of 69% of the time. This 

stage of the experiment saw a slight variation 

between the performance of architects and their 

non-architect peers. The non- architects on this 

environment were able to correctly identify the 

images 68% of the time while those who identified 

as architects were able to correctly respond to 

the questions 72% of the time. This puts the 

non-architect scores at a nearly equivalent level 

to their performance on the low level of realism 

indicating that there was no significant increase 

in spatial memory retention for non-architects 

when transitioning from an untextured space 

and ambiently lit space to an untextured and 

realistically lit space. This level of realism had 

significantly less variation in the performance 

of subjects when compared to the low realism 

environment, with 64% of subjects scoring ether 

a 60% or 70% and 92% of subjects scoring 

better then random. The Image questions worked 

similarly to the previous level of realism with the 

difficult questions scoring lowest while the most 

simple changes were easily recognized by the 

subjects. However, one altered image that had 

been designed to be simpler to identify did score 

lower than expected. The image that had been 

altered to show two candles on the cafe tables, 

proved to be difficult for subjects to identify with 

only 45% of subjects able to correctly identify the 

image as changed. The unaltered Oculus space 

only had a single candle on each table. Other than 

that anomaly in the questions the distribution of 

correct answers was very similar to the previous 

environment. Once again, there were no instances 

figure.23: Oculus Rift in operation.
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of perfect scores for the medium level of realism. 

 The simulation with the highest level of 

realism saw the greatest increase in performance 

in the experiment. The lowest level of realism 

averaged 67% correct responses from participants 

while the highest level of realism averaged 76% 

correct responses from subjects. Similar to the 

lowest level of realism, the architect group and 

non-architect group performed virtually the same, 

with the subjects identifying as architects correctly 

answering 75% of questions correctly and non-

architects answering 76% of questions correctly. 

This level of realism also had the most consistent 

scores of the experiment, with 74% of participants 

scoring a 70% or 80% on the questions, a 

significant majority of which scored 80% (47% 

of participants). This level also had the highest 

percentage of subjects who scored higher than 

random, with only a single subject who performed 

below random, which scored the participants at 

97% above random. The questions, much like the 

first level performed as expected with the lowest 

scoring altered image being image number one, 

which altered the wavy ceiling portion of the space 

to be significantly taller than the experience of 

the space in Oculus. This question was correctly 

identified as altered by 47% of participants. This 

was the only level that had a participant achieve a 

perfect score during the question period.

Conclusions from Data

 The relatively small subject pool and wide 

range of scores between participants has left 

the study with a wide deviation in the answers, 

particularly in the lower stages of realism, and 

therefore it cannot be conclusively stated that 

increase in the level of realism within the virtual 

environment has a significant impact on the spatial 

memory of those who experience it, despite 

the scores seeming to indicate as much during 

the course of the study. The numbers gathered 

during this study indicate the there is a trend that 

the more realistic the space is the better spatial 

memory retention is gained, but significantly more 

testing would have to be conducted to narrow the 

deviation, and a majority of subjects did perform 

better on the highest stage of realism than they did 

on the lowest. The test was still able to illustrate 

that experiencing the space through virtual reality 

does have an impact on the spatial memory 

of participants, with 88% of all test subjects 

performing above random, which indicates that 

spatial learning is taking place while subjects 

experience the space virtually. Even factoring in 

the deviation, still puts the final averages above 

random and therefore indicative of assisting in 

the formation of spatial memory. If the study was 

scaled up the outliers that may be affecting the 

deviation of study may be less impactful, and the 

trend may become more clear.

 Without taking into account deviation, 

the difference between performance between the 

lowest level and the highest level of realism lands 

at almost a 10% increase in performance. Although 
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not a massive change this still shows a jump in 

peoples ability to read and understand the space 

when materials and lighting were introduced to 

the scene. In fact, many users who experienced 

the textured environment after experiencing the 

two lower realism space expressed this feeling 

while taking the test. They felt that they were able 

to ground themselves more and read the space 

more clearly. The introduction of lighting seemed 

to have almost no effect on people’s ability to 

read the space, as opposed to the lowest level of 

realism. Even without considering the deviation 

the difference is only 2% making the medium level 

a negligible change in the progression of spatial 

awareness.

 Though the number of subjects does not 

make this statistically significant, the architectural 

background of the subjects did not seem to have a 

significant effect to the performance of the subjects 

on the task. The medium level images were the 

only place where variation occurred, and even then 

only indicated a 4% improvement in performance. 

Both of the other levels of realism were within 

1% of each other indicating that there was no 

difference in the ability to build spatial memory 

through virtual reality compared to non-architects. 

Moving the Study Forward

 The purpose of this study was to provide 

an outline and framework for a larger more 

substantive study that built upon the conclusions 

of this study. Moving forward the largest thing 

that would need to be scaled up from the original 

study is the sample size. While we were able to 

reach a number deemed statistically significant, it 

failed to return much concrete difference between 

the performance on the different levels of realism. 

With a larger sample size the trend of higher 

performance on higher levels of detail, if there truly 

is one once scaled up, could be more defined and 

articulated. It would also allow for the conclusions 

drawn about the significance of the architectural 

background on the task to be tested. The sample 

of subjects tested should also expand to more 

subjects outside of the university and preferably 

into the profession in order to draw conclusions 

about the clients. The subject backgrounds also 

should be more varied in any future expansions of 

this study. The wide majority of the subjects were 

college age and majoring in technology focused 

areas. Despite almost none of the participants 

having direct experience with virtual reality, there 

was a small minority that did have some prior 

experience. On any future iteration of the study 

some indication should be noted as to whether or 

not the participant has any experience in gaming 

or 3D modeling, which may also sway their ability 

to process information in a virtual environment. 

The larger subject pool would also allow us to 

draw conclusions about how the order of both the 

images and the order of the simulations affect their 

ability to perform on the test.

 The other largest element of the study 

that needs additional finesse for a larger study 
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in the future is some additional research on the 

effectiveness of the chosen images. While there 

was nothing in the test to indicate that any of the 

images were a problem for this study, on a larger 

scale it may be helpful to do a few rounds of testing 

on just the images themselves to weed out any 

unforeseen variables that could be causing people 

to miss questions for reasons separate from their 

spatial recall.

 With a larger subject pool the most 

significant change that should be made is that 

each subject should only experience one level 

of realism. The main reason that it was decided 

to show all subjects all three levels of realism 

was to compensate for the short time frame and 

relatively small subject pool that dictated how the 

study would proceed. With a larger time frame and 

greater amount of participants the ability to use 

one subject per level would be much more viable. 

This would eliminate any sort of issues related to 

learning immediately. Though this didn’t seem to 

be an issue with the current iteration of the study 

the ability to eliminate variables where possible is 

always a positive. Showing a single level of realism 

per subject would also allow the altered images 

to be more consistent between levels of realism 

and allow more concrete data to be gained about 

exactly what kind of spatial changes are easier 

to identify at different levels of realism in addition 

to the gross averages that this test was able to 

produce.

Conclusion

 The study was able to establish a trend 

that higher levels of detail do seem to have 

an impact on the spatial memory of those who 

experience a space in virtual reality but will require 

more subjects to provide a definitive answer on the 

degree to which that may be true. Spatial memory 

has been affected by the use of virtual reality 

as exemplified by participant’s regular ability to 

perform at a level higher then random, even at the 

lower levels of realism. This seems to indicate that 

virtual reality can be an effective tool for conveying 

architectural ideas even at lower levels of realism. 

Higher levels of realism while visually impressive  

and show a jump in the occupant’s spatial 

processing, are not required to receive at least 

some benefits to spatial understanding provided 

by virtual reality. The implications of this seem to 

indicate that even at earlier stages of design, virtual 

reality has benefits to helping users understand 

space regardless of their experience or education. 

With an increase in scale the test itself could give 

a clearer quantification of the degree in which our 

perception and understanding of space in virtual 

reality is effected by the realism of the simulated 

environment. 
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